Polyvalent antigens stabilize B cell antigen receptor surface signaling microdomains.
The B cell Ag receptor (BCR) can distinguish subtle differences in Ag structure and trigger differential responses. In this study, we analyzed the effects of Ag valency on the signaling and Ag-targeting functions of the BCR. Although both paucivalent and polyvalent Ags induced the redistribution of the surface BCR into polarized caps, polyvalent Ag-induced BCR caps persisted. Ganglioside G(M1), a lipid raft marker, and tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins, but not CD45 and transferrin receptor, were concentrated in BCR caps, suggesting BCR caps as surface-signaling microdomains. Prolonged BCR caps were concomitant with an increase in the level and duration of protein tyrosine phosphorylation and a reduction in BCR internalization and movement to late endosomes/lysosomes. Thus, Ag valency influences B cell responses by modulating the stability of BCR-signaling microdomains and BCR trafficking.